Although both types of performance measures are often recorded simultaneously, the two have not been used in combination to evaluate learning. We present a state-space model of learning in which the observation process has simultaneously recorded continuous and binary measures of performance. We use these performance measures simultaneously to estimate the model parameters and the unobserved cognitive state process by maximum likelihood using an approximate expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. We introduce the concept of a reaction-time curve and reformulate our previous definitions of the learning curve, the ideal observer curve, the learning trial and between-trial comparisons of performance in terms of the new model. We illustrate the properties of the new model in an analysis of a simulated learning experiment. In the simulated data analysis, simultaneous use of the two measures of performance provided more credible and accurate estimates of the learning than either measure analyzed separately. We also analyze two actual learning experiments in which the performance of rats and of monkeys was tracked across trials by simultaneously recorded reaction and run times and the correct and incorrect responses. In the analysis of the actual experiments, our algorithm gave a straightforward, efficient way to characterize learning by combining continuous and binary measures of performance. This analysis paradigm has implications for characterizing learning and for the more general problem of combining different data types to characterize the properties of a neural system.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Learning is a dynamic process that can be defined as a change in behavior that occurs as a result of experience. Learning is often studied by demonstrating that after a series of trials, a subject can perform a previously unfamiliar task more reliably than what would be predicted by chance. The ability of a subject to learn a new task is commonly tested to study the effect of learning on genetic manipulations (Rondi-Reig et al. 2001) brain lesions (Dias et al. 1997; Dusek and Eichenbaum 1997; Fox et al. 2003; Roman et al. 1993; Whishaw and Tomie 1991; Wise and Murray 1999) , pharmacological interventions (Stefani et al. 2003) , and electrical stimulation (Williams and Eskandar 2006) . Accurate characterizations of learning are also needed to link behavioral changes to changes in neural activity in target brain regions (Barnes et al. 2005; Jog et al. 1999; Law et al. 2005; .
Binary measurements, such as the sequence of correct and incorrect responses, are the measurements most typically recorded to track behavioral changes in learning experiments. Performance is characterized by estimating a learning curve that defines the probability of a correct response as a function of trial number and/or by identifying the learning trial, i.e., the trial on which the change in behavior suggestive of learning can be established using a statistical criterion (Gallistel et al. 2004; Jog et al. 1999; Siegel and Castellan 1988; Smith et al. 2004 Smith et al. , 2005 .
Continuous measurements such as the reaction time (the time it takes the subject to react to a stimulus), the response time, and the total amount of time it takes the subject to execute a task or the task velocity, are also frequently recorded in learning experiments. A separate analysis of the continuous measurements is often presented to support the findings of, or apparent behavior identified in, the analysis of the binary observations. A frequent assumption in learning studies is that with repeated exposure to the task the subject will show an improvement in performance (Usher and McClelland 2001) . This phenomenon is frequently represented by assuming a monotonic relation between exposure to the task (trial number) and the measure of performance (Gallistel et al. 2004) . As a consequence, deterministic logistic or sigmoid functions are often fit to each type of performance measure separately.
In no case have the continuous and the binary measurements been analyzed together to characterize learning. Combined analysis of continuous and binary data may be a valuable way to study formally whether it is plausible to assume a common mechanism underlying both measures of performance. When plausible, a combined analysis may improve the statistical power of the study. In addition, for cases in which a subject has reached a plateau in his/her binary responses, i.e., gives all correct responses, yet continues to perform the task with increasingly faster reaction times, examining only the binary responses would suggest that learning has ceased, whereas the faster reaction times would suggest that the subject is continuing to refine his/her understanding of the task.
We recently introduced a state-space approach to characterizing learning in behavioral experiments (Smith et al. 2004 (Smith et al. , 2007 . To develop a dynamic approach to analyzing data from learning experiments in which continuous and binary responses are simultaneously recorded, we extend our previously developed state-space model of learning to include both a lognormal probability model for the continuous measurements and a Bernoulli probability model for the binary measurements. We estimate the model using an approximate EM algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) to compute the reaction-time curve, the learning curve, the ideal observer curve, the learning trial, and between-trial comparisons of performance. We illustrate our approach in the analysis of a simulated learning experiment and two actual learning experiments: one in which a monkey rapidly learns new associations within a single session and another in which a mouse slowly learns a T-maze task over many days.
M E T H O D S

State-space model of learning
We assume that learning is a dynamic process that can be studied with the state-space framework used in engineering, statistics and computer science (Doucet et al. 2001; Durbin and Koopman 2001; Fahrmeir and Tutz 2001; Kitagawa and Gersch 1996; Mendel 1995; Smith and Brown 2003) . The state-space model consists of two equations: a state equation and an observation equation. The state equation defines the temporal evolution of an unobservable process. Such state models with unobservable processes are often referred to as hidden Markov or latent process models (Fahrmeir and Tutz 2001; Smith and Brown 2003; Smith et al. 2004 Smith et al. , 2005 . In our analysis, the state equation defines an unobservable cognitive state that represents the subject's understanding of the task. The evolution of this cognitive state is tracked across the trials in the experiment. We formulate the model so that the state increases as learning occurs and decreases when learning does not occur. The observation equation defines how the observed data relate to the cognitive state process. The data we observe in the learning experiment are the series of continuous and binary responses. The objective of the analysis is to characterize learning by estimating the cognitive state process using simultaneously both sets of data.
We consider a learning experiment consisting of k trials in which on each trial a continuous and a binary response measurement of performance are recorded. Let r k and n k be, respectively, the values of the continuous and binary measurements on trial k for k ϭ 1, . . . , K. We assume that the cognitive state model is the first-order autoregressive [AR(1)] process
where 0 Ͻ Ͻ 1 represents a forgetting factor, the v k are independent, zero mean Gaussian random variables with variance v 2 . Let x ϭ [x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x K ] be the unobserved cognitive state process for the entire experiment.
For the purpose of exposition, we assume that the continuous measurements are reaction times and that the observation model for the reaction times is
where the k are independent zero mean Gaussian random variables with variance 2 . Formulation of the log of the reaction time r k as a linear function of the cognitive state variable ensures that at each trial the reaction time is positive. We assume that ␤ Ͻ 0 to ensure that on average, as the cognitive state x k increases with learning, the reaction time decreases. We let Z ϭ [z 1 , . . . , z K ] be the log of the reaction times on all trials.
We assume that the observation model for the binary responses is the Bernoulli probability model
where p k , the probability of a correct response on trial k, is defined in terms of the unobserved cognitive state process as
Formulation of p k as a logistic function of the cognitive state process (Eq. 4) ensures that the probability of a correct response on each trial is constrained to lie between 0 and 1 and that as the cognitive state increases, the probability of a correct responses approaches 1. We estimate the parameter from p chance , the probability of a correct response by chance at the outset of the experiment. To do so, we assume that there is no bias in the subject's responses at the outset of the experiment, and we set p 0 the probability of a correct response at the outset of the experiment equal to p chance For example, if the subject is executing a binary choice task, then the probability of a correct response by chance is p chance ϭ 0.5. Therefore using Eq. 4, with k ϭ 0, p 0 ϭ p chance , and x 0 ϭ 0, we solve for the estimate of as ϭ log[(1 Ϫ p chance ) Ϫ1 p chance ]. After estimating the cognitive state process and the model parameters from the data across the entire learning experiment (described in the following text), the estimate of x 0 , x 0 , may take on a value other than 0. If this is the case, then from Eq. 4, the final estimate of the probability of a correct response at the outset of the experiment,
Ϫ1 exp( ϩ x 0 ), will differ from p chance . Any difference between p 0 and p chance is due to x 0 not equaling 0 and suggests a potential learning bias for the subject. We let N ϭ [n 1 , . . . , n K ] be the sequence of correct and incorrect responses on all trials.
The state model (Eq. 1) provides a stochastic continuity constraint (Kitagawa and Gersch 1996) so that the current cognitive state, the reaction time (Eq. 2), and the probability of a correct response (Eq. 4) depend on the prior cognitive state. In this way, the state-space model provides a simple, plausible framework for relating performance on successive trials of the experiment.
Because x is unobservable and because ϭ (, ␣, ␤, v 2 , 2 , x 0 ) is a set of unknown parameters, we use the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate them by maximum likelihood (Dempster et al. 1977) . The EM algorithm is a well-known procedure for performing maximum likelihood estimation when there is an unobservable process or missing observations. The EM algorithm has been used to estimate state-space models from point process and binary observations with linear Gaussian state processes Smith et al. 2004 Smith et al. , 2005 . The current EM algorithm combines features of the ones in Shumway and Stoffer (1982) and Smith and Brown (2003) . The key technical point that allows implementation of this algorithm is the combined filter algorithm in Eqs. A4 -A8 of APPENDIX A. Its derivation is given in Prerau et al. (2008) .
Estimation of the reaction-time and learning curves
Because we compute the maximum likelihood estimate of ϭ (, ␣, ␤, v 2 , 2 , x 0 ) using the EM algorithm, we compute the maximum likelihood estimate of each x k for k ϭ 1, . . . , K from the fixed-interval smoothing algorithm at the last iteration of the EM algorithm (Eqs. A9 -A11). That is, the smoothing algorithm estimate at trial k is the estimate of x k given Z and N with replaced by its maximum likelihood estimate. Hence because the smoothing algorithm is based on all the data, it gives the estimate of the cognitive state from the perspective of the ideal observer. This estimate is both the maximum likelihood and empirical Bayes' estimate of x k (Fahrmeir and Tutz 2001 Using the smoothing algorithm estimate of x k , we can compute the probability density of the estimate of the log reaction time at trial k, r k , by using Eq. 2 and the standard change-of-variables formula from elementary probability theory (Rice 2007; Smith et al. 2004) . Applying the change-of-variable formula to the relation r k ϭ exp(␣ ϩ ␤x k ) and the fact that, conditional on the data Z and N, x k has an approximate Gaussian probability density with mean x k͉K (Eq. A9) and variance k͉K 2 (Eq. A11), yields as the probability density of r k given the data Z and N f͑r ͉ ,
Eq. 5 is the probability density of a log normal random variable (Rice 2007) . We define the reaction-time curve as the plot of r k͉K versus k for k ϭ 1, . . . , K, where r k͉K is the mode of Eq. 5. Similarly, if we apply the change-of-variables formula to the
Ϫ1 and use again the fact that conditional on the data, Z and N, x k has an approximate Gaussian probability density with mean x k͉K and variance k͉K 2 , we obtain the probability density of p k given the data Z and N
We define the learning curve as the plot of p k͉K versus k for k ϭ 1, . . . , K, where p k͉K is the mode of Eq. 6. The derivations of Eqs. 5 and 6 are given in APPENDIX B.
Ideal observer curve
To characterize learning, we need a systematic way to compare performance on each trial with performance on any other trial. Of particular importance is comparing performance on each trial with performance at the start of the experiment. If performance becomes consistently better than performance at the outset of the experiment and remains so for the balance of the experiment, it is plausible to conclude that learning has occurred. If in the learning experiment we only observed the subject's reaction times on each trial, then we can use the probability density for the learning curve in Eq. 5 to compute the ideal observer curve as
for k ϭ 1, . . . , K. The reaction-time ideal observer curve computes at each trial k the probability that the reaction time at trial k is less than the reaction time at the outset of the experiment. Similarly, if only the binary responses are observed, then we use Eq. 6 to compute the ideal observer curve as
for k ϭ 1, . . . , K. The binary response ideal observer curve describes for each trial k the probability that p k is greater than the probability of a correct response at the outset of the experiment.
To generalize these definitions so that we can use simultaneously the reaction-time and binary behavioral observations, we note that for both the reaction-time and binary observations, the ideal observer curve can be expressed in terms of the cognitive state variables as
because r k͉K and p k͉K are monotonic functions of x k͉K . Therefore if the reaction-time and binary observations are both used to estimate the cognitive state process, then the ideal observer curve for the joint observations is defined by the left side of Eq. 9. Moreover, if only reaction times or the binary responses are observed, then Eq. 9 agrees with the individual ideal observer curves for these measurements. Therefore we define Eq. 9 as the ideal observer curve for the combined model.
Identification of the learning trial
Although learning is a dynamic process, it is helpful to have a single summary that indicates where in the experiment performance is better than at the outset. We identify the learning trial from the ideal observer curve. We define the learning trial as the first trial for which the ideal observer can state with reasonable certainty that the subject performs better on that trial and all subsequent trials than at the outset of the experiment. For our analyses we define a level of reasonable certainty as 0.975 and term this trial the ideal observer learning trial with level of certainty 0.975 [IO (0.975)]. The IO(0.975) is the first trial j such that for all trials k Ն j
Between-trial comparisons of performance
We make between-trial comparisons of learning that are not restricted to comparisons between a given trial and performance at the outset of the experiment. These comparisons can be performed in a straightforward way in our paradigm because we estimate the joint probability distribution of x from the smoothing algorithm at the final iteration of the EM algorithm (Eqs. A9 -A11). Therefore given any two trials, we can compute the probability that the subject's performance on one trial is better than the performance on the other trial. The transformation between the state variable and the probability of a correct response and the transformation between the state variable and the reaction time are monotonic. Therefore it suffices to compute the probability that the cognitive state at trial k is greater than the cognitive state on trial j for all distinct pairs k and j. To compute the probability Pr(x k Ͼ x j ) for all pairs j ϭ 1, . . . , K Ϫ 1 and k ϭ 2, . . . , K, we use a Monte Carlo algorithm, which combines the fixed-interval smoothing and the state-space covariance algorithm at the last step of the EM algorithm to compute the covariance between the states at two different trials (Smith et al. 2004 . This algorithm compares pairs of random variables from the K-dimensional joint probability density of the cognitive state process.
Experimental protocols for learning
CONDITIONAL T-MAZE TASK. To illustrate our method applied to an actual learning experiment, we analyzed the responses of a mouse performing a T-maze task, similar to those described in Jog et al. (1999) and in Barnes et al. (2005) . In this task, the mouse was required to use tactile cues (rough or smooth surface of the maze floor) to learn which one of two arms of a T-maze to enter to receive a reward. On each day of this 13-day experiment, the mouse performed 28 -40 trials. The total number of trials was 461. In each trial, the mouse had to acquire the cue-turn association to succeed. For this experiment, the probability of making a correct response by chance was 0.5. To characterize learning, we recorded at each trial the run time (the time from the animal's onset of locomotion to its arrival at the goal), and whether the animal's choice of goal arm was correct or incorrect. The objective of this study was to relate changes in learning across days to concurrent changes in neural activity in the striatum (Barnes et al. 2005; Jog et al. 1999 ).
LOCATION-SCENE ASSOCIATION TASK. As a second illustration of our methods applied to an actual learning experiment, we analyzed the responses of a macaque monkey in a location-scene association task, described in detail in . In this task, each trial started when the monkey fixated on a centrally presented cue on a computer screen. The animal was then presented with four identical targets (north, south, east, and west) superimposed on a novel visual scene. After the scene disappeared, the targets remained on the screen during a delay period. At the end of the delay period, the fixation point disappeared cueing the animal to make an eye-movement to one of the three targets. For each scene, only one target was rewarded and the positions of rewarded locations were counterbalanced across all new scenes. Between two to three novel scenes were typically learned simultaneously and trials of novel scenes were interspersed with trials in which three well-learned scenes were presented. Because there were three locations the monkey could choose as a response, the probability of a correct response occurring by chance was 0.33. To characterize learning we recorded for all trials the reaction times (time from to go-cue to the response), and the correct and incorrect responses. The objective of the study was to track learning as a function of trial number and to relate it to changes in the activity of simultaneously recorded hippocampal neurons .
Experimental procedures employed for the experiments were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and New York University guidelines for use of laboratory animals.
R E S U L T S
Analysis of a simulated learning experiment
To illustrate our analysis paradigm, we simulated a learning experiment with a cognitive state process observed simultaneously through reaction times and binary responses. We modeled the cognitive state as the first-order autoregressive process as in Eq. 1 with the inclusion of a learning rate parameter 0 . That is, the cognitive state model used to simulate the data was
Choosing 0 Ͼ 0 ensured that on average the subject's performance as measured by the learning curve and the reaction-time curve would improve on successive trials. Equation 12 is an elementary version of a learning model developed by Usher and McClelland (2001) . We chose as the parameters in our simulation ϭ 0.99, 0 ϭ 0.01, and x 0 ϭ Ϫ3. The v k were independent, identically distributed Gaussian errors with E(v k ) and Var(v k ) ϭ v 2 ϭ 0.09. For the reaction-time process in Eq. 2, we chose the parameters ␣ ϭ 2, ␤ ϭ Ϫ0.2, and 2 ϭ 1.3, and for the binary observation process, we modified Eq. 4 as
were we chose ϭ Ϫ0.3 and ␥ ϭ 0.7. Using Eq. 12, we first simulated K ϭ 100 observations from the state process (Fig. 3 , dashed curves). For each value of x k , we used Eq. 2 to simulate the reaction times (Fig. 1A, F) . For each value of x k , we computed p k from Eq. 13, and we simulated the sequence of correct and incorrect responses using Eq. 3 by drawing a Bernoulli observation n k with the probability of a correct response defined by p k (Fig. 1C, ■ and u) . To analyze the FIG. 1. A: black dots are the reaction times from the simulated experiment. Expectation maximization (EM) algorithm estimates of the reaction-time curve (thick black curve) and its 95% confidence intervals (gray area) computed from the reaction-time data. The vertical line marks trial 24, the IO(0.975) learning trial based only on the reaction-time data. B: the ideal observer curve computed from the analysis of the reaction-time data only crosses 0.975 (horizontal line) at trial 24. The horizontal line is 0.975. C: the simulated correct (black squares) and incorrect (gray squares) trial responses (top). EM algorithm estimate of the learning curve (thick black curve) and its 95% confidence interval (gray area) based on only the binary data. D: ideal observer curve computed from the analysis of the binary data only. The horizontal line is 0.975. There is no IO(0.975) learning trial from the analysis of the binary data only because the ideal observer curve drops Ͻ0.975 at trial 88. simulated data, we fit the state-space model in Eqs. 1-4 using the EM algorithm in APPENDIX A. We assumed in the model estimation that the parameter 0 ϭ 0 and ␥ ϭ 1. By so doing, the model used to simulate the data differed from the model used to analyze the data.
We first analyzed the simulated data assuming that only the reaction times were observed (Fig. 1A) . We used this version of the state-space model (Eqs. 1 and 2) in the EM algorithm analysis to estimate the reaction-time curve and its 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 1A) , the learning trial (A) and the ideal observer curve (B). The simulated observations were highly variable relative to the estimated reaction-time curve. The reaction times varied between 10 and 35 s from trials 1 to 25 and thereafter, between 5 and 20 s. The ideal observer curve (Fig. 1B) showed the probability that the reaction on each trial k was less than the reaction time at the outset of the experiment, i.e., Pr(r k Ͻ r 0 ), for k ϭ 1, . . . , 100. This probability increased steadily from trials 1 to 25, and was Ͼ0.975 from trial 24 on to the end of the experiment. For this reason, the IO(0.975) learning trial was estimated as trial 24.
We next analyzed the simulated data assuming that only the binary responses were observed (Fig. 1C) . We used this version of the state-space model (Eqs. 3 and 4) in the EM algorithm analysis to estimate the learning curve, its 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 1C) and its ideal observer curve (D). This ideal observer curve (Fig. 1D ) rose almost monotonically from trials 1 to 27 where it crossed 0.975 and remained above this level of certainty until trial 85. From trial 86 on to trial 100, the ideal observer curve decreased almost monotonically to 0.81. Because of this last decrease in performance, the criteria for the IO(9.75) learning trial were not satisfied. These results were consistent with the large number of correct responses from trial 29 to 45 and with the fact that there were only five correct responses in trials 85 to 100. We concluded that there is no learning trial based on the analysis of the binary data alone.
Last we analyzed the simulated data using both the reaction times and binary responses (Fig. 2) . The combined algorithm estimates of the reaction-time curve ( Fig. 2A ) and learning curve (B) resembled approximately their respective continuous and binary estimates. At each trial, the combined algorithm 95% confidence intervals for the reaction-time curves ( Fig. 2A) were wider than their reaction-time-only model estimates (Fig.  1A) . The greater variability in the reaction-time observations induced more variability in the learning curve estimate and wider 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 2B ) at all trials compared with the binary data only estimates (Fig. 1C) . The IO(0.975) learning trial was trial 23 for this analysis. This was consistent with trial 24 suggested by the reaction-time-only analysis rather than the estimate of no-learning trial suggested by the analysis of the binary data only.
Because the data were simulated, we also compared how well each of the algorithms estimated the unobservable cognitive state (Fig. 3) as a way of assessing goodness of fit. The estimated cognitive state for the reaction-time-only model (Fig. 3A,-) agreed closely with the true cognitive state (Fig.  3A,---) from trials 1 to 40. The estimated cognitive state overestimated the true cognitive state from trials 41 to 100. These 95% confidence intervals did not cover the true cognitive state at trial 60 and between trials 83 and 87. The cognitive state estimated from the binary observations alone (Fig. 3B,-) overestimated the true cognitive state (Fig. 3B ,---) from trials 1 to 39 and underestimated the true cognitive state from trial 87 to 100. Except for trials 1 to 7 and trial 93, these 95% confidence intervals covered the true cognitive state at all trials.
The combined model estimate of the cognitive state (Fig.  3C, -) agreed closely with the true cognitive state (C, ---). Except for trial 1, these 95% confidence intervals covered the true cognitive state for all trials. The performance of the combined model over the first 40 trials was greatly influenced by the reaction-time data (Fig. 1A) . This is the trial range over which we observed the largest change in the reaction-time recordings. The overall shape of the combined model cognitive state estimate was very close to the binary cognitive state estimate between trials 29 and 45, where there was a long string of correct responses (Fig. 1C) . Similarly, the downward trend in the combined model learning curve from trials 86 to 100 occurred because in this range there were only 10 of 15 correct responses (Fig. 2C) . Overall, the combined model cognitive state estimate (Fig. 3C ) was closer to the true cognitive state process than either the reaction-time estimate (A) or the binary state estimate (B). Consistent with this qualitative description, the combined model cognitive state estimate also had the smallest meansquared error of 0.0001 compared with 1.3451 and 0.3957 for the reaction-time-only and binary-data-only models, respectively. As a further assessment of the accuracy and precision of the three algorithms, we computed for each the coverage probability and the median width of the 95% confidence intervals. The coverage probability is the fraction of times the 95% confidence intervals for a given algorithm cover the true cognitive state. This fraction should be 0.95. The coverage probabilities were 0.99 for the combined model, 0.88 for the reactiontime-only model, and 0.43 for the binary-data-only model. The median widths of the 95% confidence intervals for the cognitive state were 1.83 for the combined model, 2.64 for the reaction-time-only model, and 2.13 for the binary data only model. The performance of the combined model state estimates was consistent with the performance we recently reported for the filter algorithm based on the combined model relative to filter algorithms based only on continuous or only on binary behavioral measures (Prerau et al. 2008) .
As reported in the preceding text, in the learning curve analyses (Fig. 2) , the ideal observer curve based on the combined model (Fig. 4A, -) identified the IO(0.975) learning trial as trial 23. Because we estimated the joint probability density of the cognitive states, we also computed the probability that the cognitive state at a given trial k (x axis in Fig. 4B ) was greater than the cognitive state for all trials j Ͻ k (y axis in B) and plotted this two-dimensional comparison for all pairs of trials (B). The red area shows the trial comparisons for which Pr(x k Ͻ x j ) Ն 0.95. Performance from trial 23 through the remainder of the experiment was better than performance at the outset of the experiment. This specific observation is simply a restatement of the findings from the ideal observer curve analysis (Fig. 4A) . However, this analysis goes further and shows that performance at trial 40 was better than performance at trials 35 and lower, whereas performance on trials 50 -100 was better than performance on all trials 25 and lower (Fig. 4B,  red area) .
In summary, the combined model had the greatest accuracy and precision in estimating the cognitive state. The combined model recovered more information from the reaction-time and binary observations than state estimation with either of these sets of observations analyzed separately.
Combined model analysis of a mouse learning experiment
As an illustration of our methods applied to an actual learning experiment, we analyzed the behavioral data (Fig. 5) of a mouse performing a T-maze task.
The experiment consisted of 461 trials for this mouse. To analyze learning, we used the series of run times (Fig. 5A ) and the series of correct or incorrect responses across all 461 trials. We estimated the parameters of the combined model using the EM algorithm. We computed the run-time curve (Fig. 5A , solid black curve), the learning curve (C, solid black curve), and the cognitive state estimate for the combined model, and their associated 95% confidence intervals (A, C, and D, gray areas) using Eqs. 5, 6, A9, and A11.
The average run time of the mouse was around 5 s for the first 60 trials and declined almost linearly to ϳ1.5 s by trial 100 (Fig. 5, A and B) . In the first 60 trials, there was large variability in the run times (Fig. 5B) . Consistent with the large fluctuations in run times, the mouse gave many more incorrect responses during the first 60 trials than during any other period in the experiment (Fig. 5C ). This variability decreased over the duration of the experiment. However, there were long run FIG. 3. EM algorithm estimate of the cognitive state (solid black curve) and its 95% confidence interval (gray area) based on the reaction-time data only (A), the binary data only (B), and the combined reaction and binary data (C). The true cognitive state process is the dashed black curve in all panels.
times at trials 139, 198, 257, 342, and 446 . This variability affected the combined model estimate of the cognitive state and its 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 5D ). The cognitive state curve and its 95% confidence intervals showed small downward dips at these long run times (Fig. 5D) . The 95% confidence intervals for the learning curve was wider prior to trial 60, narrowed from trials 60 to 100 and maintained an approximately constant width from trials 100 to 461 (Fig. 5C ). The 95% confidence intervals for the learning curve showed small downward dips at trials 198 and 267, where the run times were large relative to the run times immediately before and after those trials (Fig. 5A ).
The fluctuations in the level of certainty of the ideal observer curve during the first 60 trials (Fig. 6A ) were also consistent with high variability in the run times and the relatively larger number of incorrect responses during this period (Fig. 5B) . By trial 61, the level of certainty of the ideal observer curve crossed and stayed above 0.975 for the balance of the experiment, making trial 61 the IO(0.975) learning trial (Figs. 5 and 6A). For comparison, we also included the learning trials for the run-time-only analysis (Fig. 5A , dashed gray vertical line) and the analysis using only the binary responses (Fig. 5C , dotted gray vertical line). Whereas the run-time-only analysis learning trial of 59 is consistent with the combined model learning trial of 61, the binary learning trial of 210 is substantially later. This is because for the binary analysis the estimated initial performance is 0.75 compared with 0.62 for the combined model. In addition, between trials 30 and 60 the animal had 18 incorrect responses (Fig. 5B) . There was substantial variability in the run times during the first 80 trials. Moreover, the run times in this part of the experiment were not necessarily fast when the animal responded correctly or slow when the animal responded incorrectly.
Instead of simply reporting the learning trial, we also computed the probability that the cognitive state at a given trial k (x axis in Fig. 6B ) is greater than the cognitive state for all trials j Ͻ k (y axis in B) and plotted this two-dimensional comparison for all pairs of trials (B). The red areas show the trial comparisons for which Pr(x k Ͼ x j ) Ն 0.95, whereas the blue areas show the trial comparisons for which this probability is Ͻ0.05. The red area suggests that performance on trials 100 -461 was better than performance on trials 98 and lower. Between trial 350 to approximately trial 425, performance was also better than on many of the trials between 100 and 300. In addition, the blue area suggests that performance between approximately trials 440 and 461 was worse than performance on trials 300 -375.
These analyses demonstrate a clear change in the mouse's performance consistent with the conclusion that the animal learned the association between tactile cues and rewarded turning direction.
Combined model analysis of a monkey learning experiment
As a second illustration of the performance of our methods in the analysis of an actual learning experiment, we analyzed the reaction-times and binary responses of a macaque monkey executing 45 trials of a location-scene association task. Because there were four locations the monkey could choose as a response, the probability of a correct response occurring by chance was 0.25. The monkey's reaction times were ϳ4.5 s for the first 21 trials and then declined linearly to ϳ2.5 s by trial 45 (Fig. 7A) . The monkey gave only three correct responses in FIG. 4 . A: ideal observer curve computed from the combined analysis of the simulated reaction-time and binary data. The horizontal line is 0.975. B: trial-by-trial comparison of the probability that the cognitive state at trial k (x axis) is greater than the cognitive state at trial j (y axis) Ͻk, computed from the combined reaction-time and binary-data analysis, where k ϭ 2,, 100 and j ϭ 1, . . . , 99. Comparisons for which this probability is Ն0.95 are shown in red.
the first 25 trials then gave only correct responses for the remainder of the experiment (Fig. 7C) .
As for the previous two examples, the combined model estimate of the reaction-time curve (Fig. 7A) , the cognitive state process (B), and the learning curve (C) were estimated from the reaction-time and binary data using the model in Eqs. 1-4 and the EM algorithm. The combined model reaction-time curve estimate (Fig. 7A ) increased slightly across trials 1-20 and declined monotonically from trials 21 to 45. The reaction times were approximately constant over these trials, and therefore the 19 consecutive incorrect responses strongly affected the cognitive state estimation. Similarly, the decline in reaction times beginning at trial 20 led to an increase in the combined model estimate of the cognitive state beginning at that trial. For this reason, the learning curve also increased at this trial even though the animal had three of the five incorrect responses from trials 20 to 24. Because the monkey gave all correct responses from trials 26 to 45 and the reaction times decreased linearly over these trials, the combined model cognitive state and learning curve estimates increased and the reaction-time curve estimate decreased.
The outliers in the reaction times affected the learning curve estimates. The short reaction time at trial 6 and the long reaction time at trial 33 (Fig. 7A) caused a noticeable increase in the width of the learning curve confidence intervals on those trials (C). This is because these reaction times were inconsistent with the binary responses immediately preceding and following these trials. The declining reaction times between trials 20 and 24 (Fig. 7A) were responsible for the increase in the learning curve over these trials even though the animal gave mostly incorrect responses (C). This brief inconsistency between the reaction time and the binary responses was reflected in the increased width of the learning curve confidence intervals over these trials. Similarly, the short reaction time at trial 30 in an interval in which all of the animal's trial responses were correct, led to a sharp decrease in the width of the learning curve confidence intervals. For comparison we also included the learning trials for the reaction-time-only analysis (Fig. 7A, vertical line) and the analysis using only the binary responses (C, vertical line). The reaction-time-only and FIG. 6. A: ideal observer curve computed from the combined analysis of the run time and binary data of the mouse executing the T-maze task (Fig. 5) . The horizontal line is 0.975. B: trial-by-trial comparison of the probability that the cognitive state at trial k (x axis) is greater than the cognitive state at trial j (y axis) Ͻk, where k ϭ 2, . . . , 461 and j ϭ 1, . . . , 460. Comparisons for which this probability is Ն0.95 are shown in red and comparisons for which this probability is Յ0.05 are shown in blue. FIG. 7 . A: black dots are the reaction times of the monkey executing a locationscene association task. EM algorithm estimates of the reaction-time curve (solid black curve) and its 95% confidence intervals (gray area) computed from the combined analysis of the reaction-time and binary data. The vertical line marks the IO(0.975) learning trial of 23 for the reaction-time-only analysis. B: EM algorithm cognitive state estimate computed from the combined analysis of the reaction-time and binary data. The gray areas are the 95% confidence intervals. The vertical line marks trial 25, the IO(0.975) learning trial computed using both the reaction-time and the binary data. C: the correct (black squares) and incorrect (gray squares) trial responses are shown at the top of this panel. EM algorithm estimate of the learning curve (solid black curve) and its 95% confidence intervals (gray area) computed from the combined reaction-time and binary data. The vertical line is the IO(0.975) learning trial of 25 for the binary-data-only analysis.
the binary-only learning-trial estimates of trials 23 and 25, respectively, were in close agreement with the combined model estimate of 25.
The ideal observer curve (Fig. 8A ) mirrored the learning curve (Fig. 7C) . The decline in certainty in the ideal observer curve between trials 1 and 5 reflected the constant reaction times and the fact that all of the binary responses on these trials except one were incorrect. The increase in certainty at trial 6 was due to the anomalously short reaction time of 2.1 s on that trial despite an incorrect answer. From trials 6 to 15, the ideal observer curve decreased as a result of the initial string of incorrect binary responses, with a sharp upward peak at trial 6 due to the single short reaction time at that trial. From trial 16 to 27, the ideal observer curve increased, and then remained essentially constant close to 1 for the remainder of the experiment. The IO(0.975) learning trial was trial 25. The between trial comparison showed that performance from trial 28 to the balance of the experiment was better than performance for all trials before trial 26 (Fig. 8B) . These findings demonstrated a change in performance across the experiment that was consistent with the conclusion that the animal had learned this location-scene association.
D I S C U S S I O N
Continuous observations, such as reaction times and run times, and binary observations, such as correct/incorrect responses, are routinely recorded simultaneously in behavioral learning experiments. However, the two types of performance measures are not analyzed together to evaluate learning. In this work, we introduced a state-space model in which the observation model makes use of simultaneously recorded continuous and binary measures of performance to characterize learning. We estimated the model from these simultaneously recorded performance measures by maximum likelihood using an EM algorithm. In addition to reformulating our previous definitions of the learning curve, the ideal observer curve, and the learning trial (Smith et al. 2004 ) in terms of the new model, we introduced the concept of the reaction-and run-time curves. We illustrated the new paradigm in the analysis of simulated data and data from actual learning experiments. In both the simulated and actual data analyses, the combined measures of performance provided highly informative measures of learning.
The technical innovation that enabled this combined model analysis is the recursive filter algorithm for mixed observation processes (i.e., continuous and binary observations) (Eqs. A4 -A8), the fixed-interval smoothing algorithm, and an approximate EM algorithm for combined cognitive state and model parameter estimation. The mixed recursive filter algorithm (Prerau et al. 2008) combines the well-known Kalman filter with a recently developed binary filter Smith et al. 2004 Smith et al. , 2005 Smith et al. , 2007 and has both the Kalman and binary filters as special cases. The mixed recursive filter and the fixed-interval smoothing algorithm are used in the EM algorithm to estimate the model parameters, the combined model cognitive states, the reaction-or run-time curve, the learning curve, and ideal observer curve. In this way, the mixed filter makes possible a dynamic, multivariate analysis of behavioral performance data.
Unlike analyses that presuppose improvement during a learning experiment and therefore use learning models that change monotonically as a function of time or trial number, the dynamic nature of this state-space framework allows it to capture a range of behaviors. In the current work, this flexi- FIG. 8 . A: ideal observer curve computed from the combined analysis of the reactiontime and binary data of the monkey executing the location-scene association task (Fig.  7) . The horizontal line is 0.975. B: trial-bytrial comparison of the probability that the cognitive state at trial k (x axis) is greater than the cognitive state at trial j (y axis) Ͻ k, where k ϭ 2, . . . , 45 and j ϭ 1, . . . , 44. Comparisons for which this probability is Ն 0.95 are shown in red.
bility is illustrated by estimated performance indices that initially declined in the first half of the experiment, then improved in the latter half (Fig. 7) .
How well does the model work?
In situations where the estimated cognitive state can be compared with a true cognitive state, standard goodness-of-fit procedures can be applied. However, in the actual data examples we considered, the true cognitive state was unknown. Therefore a standard goodness-of-fit analysis was not possible and alternative approaches had to be considered. For this reason, to assess performance, we conducted a simulation in which the model used to simulate the data differed from the model used in the estimation. We demonstrated that despite this difference, there was a highly accurate recovery of the underlying cognitive state process. While this result alone is not definitive, it suggests that the state-space model used in the analysis can differ from the dynamical model of the underlying cognitive process. Our approach provides a plausible way to fuse information from two different sources related by a common state process. As another performance measure, we could also use standard model selection approaches such as AIC and BIC to choose among a class of models that are appropriate for the data. In this case, we could compare the data description given by the models that had the smallest AIC and BIC. Despite use of these performance measures and model selection criteria, the interpretation of the model analysis in the context of the particular problem must also be plausible to infer that the particular model provides a reasonable data summary. A practical test of this is the extent to which the model can be used to design more efficient experiments and to conduct statistical power analyses. By making more efficient use of the data, we may be able to reduce the amount of recording required to estimate specific features of the learning process. Although we did not consider these experimental design issues here, results along these lines using state-space models for behavioral data have been reported in Smith et al. (2005) .
Future directions
Several extensions of the current work are possible including developing models that can represent binary and continuous measures of performance along with simultaneously recorded spiking activity from multiple neurons, representing the cognitive state as a multidimensional rather than one-dimensional Usher and McClelland 2001) , and formulating the models in continuous rather than in discrete time. In addition, developing more complex, potentially nonmonotonic descriptions of the relationships between the cognitive states and the observations could yield models that offer insights into important phenomena such as over-training, behavioral strategies, and strategy switching (Smith et al. 2007) . In this way, these more in-depth models would provide an opportunity to link our state-space methods to current work on learning strategies (Chater and Oaksford 2008; Dayan and Yu 2002; Gallistel 2008; Kakade and Dayan 2002; Smith et al. 2006; Usher and McClelland 2001) .
In principle, the generalized observation models and the state models can be fit to experimental data using the EM algorithm paradigm described here. To carry out these computations, the E-step would be most efficiently computed using Monte Carlo methods such as those described in Chan and Ledolter (1995) . However, models such as these are now readily analyzed with sequential Monte Carlo (Doucet et al. 2001; Ergun et al. 2007 ) and Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (Gelman 2004) . In the sequential Monte Carlo approach, the mixed filter algorithm could serve as a proposal density (Ergun et al. 2007) .
Our approach provides a solution to the important problem of combining information from different measurement types to improve state estimation. Therefore it may be applied in the analysis of other problems in neuroscience in which different measurement types are being simultaneously recorded to study a neural system. For example, behavioral performance measures are frequently recorded with neural spike trains in learning experiments to establish neural correlates of behavior (Barnes et al. 2005; . As suggested by the model generalizations discussed in the preceding text, our paradigm offers an approach to establishing such correlates based on a joint model of the two measurement types (Smith et al. 2007 ). Second, neurophysiological experiments commonly record multiple neural spike trains and local field potentials simultaneously. Our paradigm may be used to develop dynamic approaches to analyzing the properties of a particular neural system by conducting a combined analysis of its measurements. Such algorithms could also make it possible to use simultaneously recorded ensemble neural spiking activity and local field potentials to improve control of neural prosthetic devices and brain machine interfaces (Hochberg et al. 2006; Srinivasan et al. 2007 ). Finally, a central focus of current functional neuroimaging research is the development of tools for multimodal imaging using functional magnetic resonance imaging, electroencephalography, magnetoencephalography, and diffuse optical tomography. This means conducting experiments in which imaging is performed with two or more of these modalities, simultaneously or in sequence, so that the information from the different sources can be combined (Liu et al. 1998; Molins et al. 2008) . The concepts underlying our approach could be applied to this problem as well. These theoretical and applied extensions will be the topics of future investigations.
A P P E N D I X A . D E R I V A T I O N O F T H E E M A L G O R I T H M
Use of the EM algorithm to compute the maximum likelihood estimates of requires us to maximize the expectation of the complete data log-likelihood. The complete data likelihood is the joint probability density of Z, N, and x, which for our model is
where the first term on the right of Eq. A1 is defined by the Bernoulli probability mass function in Eq. 3, the second term is defined by the Gaussian probability density in Eq. 2, and the third term is the joint probability density of the state process defined by the Gaussian model in Eq. 13. At iteration (ᐉϩ 1) of the algorithm, we compute in the E-step the expectation of the complete data log likelihood given the responses N and Z across the K trials and
, the parameter estimates from iteration ᐉ, which are defined as
E-step
E͕log͓p͑Z, N, x ͉ ͔͒ ʈ Z, N,
To evaluate the E-step we have to consider terms such as 
Filter algorithm
Given (ᐉ) we can first compute recursively the state variable, x k͉k and its variance, k͉k 2 . We accomplish this using the following nonlinear filter algorithm for combined continuous and binary processes as derived in Prerau et al. (2008) 
for k ϭ 1, . . . , K.
Fixed interval smoothing algorithm
Given the sequence of posterior mode estimates x k͉k (Eq. A7) and the variance k͉k 2 (Eq. A8), we use the fixed-interval smoothing algorithm (Smith et al. 2004) to compute x k͉k and k͉K . This smoothing algorithm is x k͉K ϭ x k͉k ϩ A k ͑x kϩ1͉K Ϫ x kϩ1͉k ͒ (A9)
for k ϭ K Ϫ 1, . . . , 1 and initial conditions x k͉K and k͉K 2 .
State-space covariance algorithm
The covariance estimate, k,u͉K , can be computed from the statespace covariance algorithm (Dejong and Mackinnon 1988) 
The algorithm is iterated between the E-step (Eq. A2) and the M-step (Eqs. A16 and A17) using the filter algorithm, the fixed interval smoothing algorithm and the state covariance algorithm to evaluate the E-step. The maximum likelihood estimate of ϭ (ϱ) . The convergence criteria for the algorithm are those used in Smith and Brown (2003) . The fixed-interval-smoothing algorithm evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimate of (Eqs. A10 -A12) together with Eqs. 5 and 6 give the maximum likelihood or empirical Bayes' estimates of the reaction-time curves and the learning curve.
A P P E N D I X B . P R O B A B I L I T Y D E N S I T I E S O F T H E R E A C T I O N -T I M E A N D T H E L E A R N I N G C U R V E S
To compute the probability density of the reaction time r k from the posterior probability density of the state process x k , we use the standard change-of-variables formula (Rice 2007) 
where p(x k ͉Z, N, ) is the Gaussian probability density mean x k͉K and variance k͉K 2 . Applying (Eq. A19) by substituting x k ϭ ␤ Ϫ1 (logr k Ϫ ␣) into p(x k ͉Z, N, ) and multiplying by d x k /d r k ϭ (␤r k ) Ϫ1 yields the lognormal probability density for the reaction-time curve in Eq. 5. From the approximate posterior probability density of x k , we can also compute the probability density of p k by using Eq. 4 and the changeof-variable formula p͑p k ͉Z, N, ͒ ϭ p͑x k ͉Z, N, ͒ͯ dx k dp k ͯ
